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00:12:56 Judy: Judy from Center For A Non Violent Community Sonora, CA 

00:13:01 egilbert: Liz Gilbert, The Resource Connection, Murphys, CA 

00:13:19 Adrienne Spires: Adrienne Spires, CALCASA 

00:14:38 Angelica: Thank you for this video chat 

00:15:36 Marsela: Hi everyone! Marsela from CALCASA. I work on the PREA and BRIDGE 
projects. 

00:16:47 Rebecca Soon: @projectsisterfamilyservices 

00:17:01 Megan Stuart: @cpsafer 

00:17:04 suemi.perez: IG: @loslideresclub 

00:17:14 Arti Kothari: thanks! we‚Äôre @close2home_slo on instagram- RISE‚Äôs community 
organizing / prevention volunteer group 

00:17:15 sujatachowdhury: IG: @calpolysafer 

00:17:18 Corynn: @sbsas_ 

00:17:23 carevalo: @elawc 

00:17:36 Stevie M: @thecenternow 

00:17:42 Joey Cox: @kingscommunityactionorganization 

00:17:43 Megan Stuart: lol whoops, @calpolysafer 

00:17:49 stacysalame: Follow us @riseslo :) 

00:17:54 Nat_CPAF: @cpaforg 

00:18:03 Sabrina Hughes: @SAVSWaymakersOC 

00:18:04 jacquelinec: @rcsfresno 

00:18:05 Desiree McGunagle: @ourverity 

00:18:08 Erin McLaughlin Ortiz: @mtryrapecrisis 

00:18:12 Arti Kothari: ‚ÄúclosetohomeSLO‚Äù on facebook :) 

00:18:24 Katy Wardle: Mountain Crisis Services on Facebook 

00:18:34 jessicag: @standupplacer 

00:18:51 Nat_CPAF: Center for the Pacific Asian Family @cpaforg 

00:18:53 Stevie M: opening slide only 

00:18:54 Sabrina Hughes: opening 

00:18:58 Katy Wardle: opening 

00:18:59 ECarmona: opening 

00:18:59 suemi.perez: Still the opening slide 

00:18:59 Marsela: I can‚Äôt see the slides 

00:18:59 shonieceboughton: opening 

00:19:01 VanessaELAWC: opening slide 

00:19:05 EReyna: opening slide 

00:19:20 Luis: @elawc 

00:19:33 rguzik: not yet :) 
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00:19:33 Sheila_Hancock: Center for Community Solutions@centerforcommunitysolutions (FB); @ccs_sd 
(IG) and ccs_prevents (IG) 

00:19:44 ECarmona: yes 

00:19:46 rguzik: yes! 

00:20:01 Netty: Annette @elawc 

00:20:12 Amy: Family Services of Tulare County @FamilyServicesTC (FB/IG) @FamilySvcsTC 
(Twitter) 

00:21:21 jacquelinec: RCS Fresno www.rcsfresno.org Twitter: @rcs_fresno 

00:22:26 Julie Sena: yes 

00:23:37 Angelica: Asking community partners to post on their social media‚Äôs with the flyers 
we have made in our rcc 

00:23:45 Leah Aldridge: What events or activities did you have planned for SAAM that can now shift 
to the virtual sphere? 

00:24:13 Christina Jimenez: We have participated in the NSVRC #30DAYSOFSAAM campaign 
on IG and have expanded it to include our youth advocates and community partners. 

00:24:34 Leah Aldridge: @Angelica - that‚Äôs great! It‚Äôs a great way to elevate your 
organizations‚Äô visibility online! 

00:25:11 Stevie M: We are making Pin Teal Ribbons and little information cards to ask other 
'essential' services to leave them out for the month of April. We figured this was a good way to get 
information out to people who may be experiencing sexual violence or domestic violence during this time.  

00:25:26 Kelly: Women‚Äôs Center-High Desert, Inc. Facebook Women‚Äôs Center High Desert, Inc. 
Instagram @womenscenterhighdesertinc 

00:25:40 Stevie M: love #30daysofsaam 

00:25:58 Corynn: We love #30DaysofSAAM ! 

00:26:33 Joey Cox: Twitter  

00:26:42 Nat_CPAF: CPAF will continue our online advocacy and campaign for 
#UnitedAgainstViolence (our 10 years anniversary of our campaign, for more information please visit 
www.nurturingchange.org) during Sexual Assault Awareness Month, highlighting the voices of survivors through 
ethical storytelling CPAF will be participating in  Social Media Campaign: Do your part to address Sexual 
Assault (#DoYOURpart) with the network 

00:26:49 Megan Stuart: virtual campaign centered in intersectionality, focusing on different 
communities every week and posting resources/programs from those communities, for those communities; denim 
day social media tag challenge; take back the night "social media takeover" by some interns 

00:26:55 Joey Cox: @KCAORapeDVHelp 

00:28:10 Sabrina Hughes: Something I just heard from a community partner in OC is to have physical 
flyers posted up around town with a QR code that links to their campaign, so folks can engage without 
touching anything 

00:31:33 Ashley Carnicello: Annually, Operation Care distributes over 50 baskets throughout 
the county that are filled with SAAM items for the community, since we have a shelter in place order, we are 
partnering with the food bank to distribute SAAM items to those that they give food too.  We figure that will 
be the easiest way to distribute SAAM items to the community 

00:33:29 suemi.perez: Post on our @loslideresclub IG story, using the NSVRC "Put your consent 
skills to the test" questions and make it as interactive to our followers as possible. Will also be participating in 
the #30Daysof SAAM  

00:39:21 ECarmona: yes 
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00:42:56 Sabrina Hughes: How do we tactfully and sensitively implement this messaging and 
conversations around sexual assault during April, while being sensitive to the overload and anxiety folks are 
already experiencing due to COVID-19? 

00:45:08 Desiree McGunagle: Verity is using our alternative healing practitioners to create video 
content on connecting to the breath and slow movement interspersed with our educational messaging 

00:46:14 Nat_CPAF: our 24 hr hotline showed significant anxiety and fear of individuals who do 
not feel safe at home 

00:47:07 Nat_CPAF: they are seeking emotional supports on a daily basis from the news form 
the situation and crisis from their own circumstances as well 

00:47:23 Nat_CPAF: *from 

00:49:01 Joey Cox: Our agency has connected with a therapist that is offering virtual healing 
sessions. 

00:49:51 Nat_CPAF: please check out our website for more information for anonymous virtual 
helproom 

00:50:02 Nat_CPAF: nurturingchange.org 

00:51:05 jacquelinec: The Dibble Institute is hosting a FREE 12-week ‚ÄúMind Matters‚Äù 
curriculum. Tuesdays 9:30 AM PST for professionals to develop resiliency and nurture their mind/body at this 
time https://www.dibbleinstitute.org/free-mind-matters-online-series/ 

00:51:21 Sabrina Hughes: Do any folks have Prevention-focused ideas? Thank you all for addressing 
this and having this convo! 

00:51:38 Nat_CPAF: we would 

00:57:42 Carissa: carissa@calcasa.org 

00:58:03 David Lee: Check out CALCASA‚Äôs blog on how RCCs still serving survivors - released 
today http://www.calcasa.org/2020/03/amid-covid-19-ca-rape-crisis-centers-still-supports-survivors/ 

00:59:41 jacquelinec: Reminder: any notes for prevention @SabrinaHughes 

01:01:22 Leah Aldridge: Exercise is a #BoldMove for our health 

01:01:37 Joey Cox: I'm going to try the virtual Happy Hour" 

01:01:53 jacquelinec: Yoga and walking the dog for a #BoldMove 

01:02:01 Marsela: I‚Äôve been seeing people hold virtual dance parties/DJ sets on instagram 
live :) 

01:02:27 johannamatamoros: Our team is in the works of scheduling a Zoom Zumba! 

01:02:42 Marsela: I‚Äôll send one your way, Leah! 

01:02:56 jacquelinec: Carissa and Leah, thank you for facilitating today! 

01:03:25 Adrienne Spires: Leah, you should do it. Michelle Obama is using the IG parties to promote 
voting for 2020. 

01:03:28 Leah Aldridge: CALCASA will support your events with live Twitter 

01:03:35 David Lee: Get CALCASA‚Äôs SAAM 2020 Resources at 
http://www.calcasa.org/resources/saam/2020-saam/ 

01:03:59 EReyna: For virtual events, can anyone share if they are having open mic type platforms with 
participants sharing or if it's just the RCC's sharing educational info? 

01:04:03 David Lee: www.BoldMoves.org for #BoldMoves info 

01:04:44 David Lee: Follow us on all social media. @CALCASC @cal_casa (IG) 
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01:04:47 Joey Cox: Thank you all for this awesome meeting 

01:05:10 suemi.perez: Thank you! 

01:05:16 johannamatamoros: Thank you! 

01:05:18 Kelly: Thank You! 

01:05:19 Lilli: Thank you!  

01:05:21 Christina: thank you! 


